**SPECIFICATION:**

**MATERIAL:**
HOUSING: POLYPROPYLENE

**APPLICATION:**
USAGE: FOR BOTH SHIELDED AND UNSHIELDED PLUGS
ASSEMBLY: EASILY INSTALLED ON OR REMOVE FROM PATCH CORDS

**MISCELLANEOUS:**
COVER SHALL BE BULK PACKAGED 50 PIECES PER BAG IN ACCORDANCE WITH L-COM SPEC. PS-0031

**REGULATORY COMPLIANCE:**
CE2011/65/EU (RoHS DIRECTIVE)

---

**PART NUMBER** | **COLOR**
---|---
TDS8CVR-BK | BLACK
TDS8CVR-BL | BLUE
TDS8CVR-GN | GREEN
TDS8CVR-GR | GRAY
TDS8CVR-IV | IVORY
TDS8CVR-RD | RED
TDS8CVR-WH | WHITE
TDS8CVR-YL | YELLOW

---

**DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES [mm]**

**MISCELLANEOUS:**
COLOR VARIATIONS MAY OCCUR

---

**OVERALL CABLE LENGTH TOLERANCE:**

**ALL OTHER DIMENSIONAL TOLERANCES:**
X = ± 0.005 [0.13]
XX = ± 0.005 [0.13]